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INDOOR PRODUCTS
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The Hestan team spent years working alongside America’s most celebrated chefs. As we 

created award-winning innovations for their kitchens, we followed one cardinal rule: 

build with purpose. Everything must work exceptionally and without excuse. Every night. 

So you won’t find bells, whistles or gimmicks in the Hestan kitchen – just meticulous 

craftsmanship, meaningful technology and proven reliability. Hestan was built to meet the 

needs of the most demanding chefs. And we count you foremost among them.

CHEF-PROVEN PERFORMANCE.
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HESTAN
SMART COOKING

Hestan Cue helps 
you become a 

better cook with 
smart cookware, 
induction burner 
and recipe app 

working in unison.

HESTAN
OUTDOOR

Built in 
California from 
superior-grade 

materials, Hestan 
Outdoor introduces 

a new level of 
performance to the 

backyard. 

HESTAN
COOKWARE

Handcrafted in 
Italy from 

molecular titanium, 
Hestan NanoBond 

cookware is 
four times harder 
than traditional 
stainless steel.

HESTAN
VINEYARDS

Hestan’s limited-
release wines offer 
an award-winning 
and distinct taste of 

the Napa Valley. 

HESTAN
COMMERCIAL

Hestan is 
reinventing the 

restaurant kitchen 
with award-

winning innovation 
and American-made 

durability. 

HESTAN
INDOOR

Hestan delivers 
chef-proven 

performance to 
the home with 

unrivaled power, 
exceptional control 

and thoughtful 
technology.



36" Dual Fuel Range 
shown in Citra

Hestan reinvented the restaurant kitchen. And now  

we’ve reimagined yours. Hestan offers the most powerful 

sealed burner available on the residential market. But 

more importantly, Hestan also delivers the lowest simmer 

setting – because power is nothing without control.  

From the smart induction cooktop to the MarquiseDisplay™ 

on the oven handle, every detail in the Hestan cooking 

lineup is designed to empower you. To give you more 

control. More confidence. More dazzling dinner parties.

The Hestan kitchen is 
available in 12 signature 
color finishes.
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COOKING
36" Smart 
Induction 
Cooktop



30" Double Wall Oven30" Single Wall Oven

Drawer Microwave

48" Dual Fuel Range

36" Dual Fuel Range also available

Convection Microwave
Shown with built-in trim kit

48" Gas Rangetop

36" Gas Rangetop also available

EVERY HESTAN 
RANGE AND 
RANGETOP IS 
PROUDLY MADE 
IN CALIFORNIA.

Range or wall oven? Cooktop or rangetop? Gas, electric or induction? Hestan 

performance complements your cooking style – and Hestan’s engineers have 

dialed-in the details so you can dial in your kitchen. The Hestan CircuFlame™ 

burner delivers the fastest boil time. Custom cast-iron grates create a continuous 

cooking surface on our ranges and rangetops. TwinVection™ technology in 

our wall ovens deliver maximum airflow and optimum temperature control. 

36" Induction Cooktop
36" Smart Induction Cooktop

30" Induction Cooktop also available

36" Gas Cooktop

30" Gas Cooktop also available

36" Electric Radiant Cooktop

30" Electric Radiant Cooktop also available

30" Warming Drawer

HESTAN’S 
CIRCUFLAME™ 
CENTER 
POWER BURNER 
delivers up to 30,000 BTUs –

so you can go from 0º to crab 

boil in no time.
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36" Gas Range



“From ingredients to temperature, every detail colors 

your food. Cook thoughtfully, and every nuance 

dances on the plate. Hestan’s engineers understand 

this. That’s why you’ll find Hestan in my kitchens 

at The French Laundry, Per Sé, Bouchon Yountville 

and The Surf Club. Every grate, burner and knob is 

designed to enhance performance; every intuitive 

innovation is built around the chef.”  

Chef Thomas Keller
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COOKING ACCESSORIES

10" Backguard

GET MORE 
PRECISION 
PERFORMANCE 
from your Hestan range with 

specialized accessories.

Wok Ring

4X STRONGER 
THAN STAINLESS
Hestan cookware delivers a 

lifetime of beautiful performance.

COOKING IS A 
CELEBRATION 
OF DETAILS.

20" Backguard



36" Refrigerator and 24" Wine 
Cellar shown in Steeletto

Refrigeration is the unsung hero in the kitchen. After all, no  

matter how well you cook, you can’t overcome less-than-fresh  

ingredients. Hestan refrigerators and freezers improve food  

preservation with antimicrobial stainless steel, advanced ventilation 

and EvenFlow Air Circulating Technology™, which traps cold air 

behind an air curtain even when the door is open. You can also count 

on our triple-paned, multi-temperature zoned wine cellars and 

wine refrigerators to safely preserve your reds, whites and bubbles. 

And undercounter options like our ice machine and beer 

dispenser give you ultimate host status. 

REFRIGERATION
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ANTIMICROBIAL
EVERCRISP™ 
DRAWERS AND 
BINS keep germs and 

cross-contamination at bay.

Hestan refrigeration works smarter and looks brilliant. Refrigerators and freezers 

silently and diligently preserve your food and ingredients. A feat of mechanical 

engineering delivers extra storage depth within standard cabinet depths. Refrigerator 

and wine cellar bottom drawers offer three independent temperatures zones ranging 

from fresh food to deep freeze. Wine cellars and wine refrigerators preserve your favorite 

vintages at the perfect temperature while keeping them safe from light and vibration, 

if not toast-happy guests. And undercounter refrigeration options, including a beer 

dispenser, ensure refreshments are always ready wherever the party congregates. 36" Refrigerator30" Refrigerator

24" Refrigerator also available

24" Wine Refrigerator24" Wine Cellar

CREATE 
SEAMLESS 
KITCHEN 
STYLE WITH 
CUSTOM 
OVERLAYS.
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30" Freezer

24" Freezer also available

24" Undercounter Refrigerator 24" Undercounter Dual Zone Refrigerator and 

Wine Cellar (Solid Door also available)

15" Undercounter Ice Machine24" Undercounter Refrigerated Drawers 

(Refrigerator and Freezer Drawer also available)

24" Undercounter Double Faucet Beer Dispenser 

(Single Faucet also available)

DUAL ZONE WINE 
STORAGE  
preserves reds and whites with 

independent temperature zones.



THOUGHTFUL TECHNOLOGY. 
POWERFUL FEATURES.

SMART INDUCTION COOKING  Hestan smart 

cooking technology is integrated into our smart induction 

cooktop. When paired with Bluetooth-enabled cookware and 

the app on your tablet or smartphone, your cooktop becomes 

a culinary school. Chef-guided videos walk you through each 

step and technique for hundreds of recipes. 

MARQUISEDISPLAY™ 
TOUCH CONTROL  Digital display 

and touch controls are elegantly embedded 

in the range door handle. This industry first 

delivers exceptional convenience, elegance 

and chef-friendly control. Patent pending.

SPECTRUM POWER DISPLAY™   

The Spectrum Power Display on our radiant cooktops 

empowers you with instantly intuitive and exceptional 

control over the premium Trinal™ triple burners. 

SIMMER FLAME 
CAPABILITY Hestan’s 

precision sealed burner system 

maintains continuous gentle 

temperatures without flickering – 

perfect for delicate sauces. 

ADJUSTABLE SHELF 
SYSTEM  Easily adjust shelves to any 

height position, not preset slots. You don’t 

even have to remove items from the shelf.   

BACKLIT CONTROL KNOBS  Unique, 

elegant lighting enhances both visibility and style. 

EVENFLOW AIR 
CIRCULATING 
TECHNOLOGY™
Independent 

compartmental ventilation 

allows for uniform and 

precise temperature 

control, ensuring better 

food preservation.  

DEEPER REFRIGERATOR 
CAPACITY  Hestan’s engineering 

team created much deeper storage space 

than typical cabinet-depth built-in 

refrigerators by moving the evaporator 

to a concealed, side-mounted position. 

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER DOOR OPEN  The dishwasher 

door automatically opens at the end of the cycle. This increased airflow 

significantly optimizes drying and eliminates water spots. It’s also a visible 

reminder that the dishwasher has finished – because at an ultra-quiet 42dB, 

your ears will never know the difference.

CIRCUFLOW VENTILATION 
SYSTEM™  Hestan’s breakthrough baffle-less 

variable-speed blower system collects 70% more 

grease than almost every other vent hood. 

We believe the right use of technology can actually make cooking 

more personal. Hestan equips you with innovative and intuitive 

tools to inspire you to spend more time in the kitchen – and love 

every minute of it.
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SOFT-CLOSE OVEN 
DOOR  The soft-closing oven 

door with extra-wide glass 

provides both increased food 

visibility and heat insulation, along 

with shock-absorbing, assisted 

closing to make sure heat stays 

where it belongs – in the oven.



36" Canopy Hood 
shown in Prince There is a direct correlation between the 

towering pile of dirty dishes and the number 

of happy guests. So, while you cook up a 

storm, Hestan ventilation silently corrals the 

smoke, grease and odors. Your dinner party 

will never know we’re there. Then, after  

the last glass is cleared and the laughter fades 

out of the front door, the Hestan dishwasher 

quietly goes to work – so the only thing that 

sparkles more than the stemware at your  

next dinner party will be the conversation.

VENTILATION 
& CLEANUP
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SOOTHINGLY 
SILENT 
VENTILATION 
SYSTEM 
also delivers best-in-class 

air-flow efficiency. 

Cooking tends to leave behind a joyous mess. Hestan happily (and silently) 

handles it. Hestan hoods clear the air of even the most intense cooking odors 

with best-in-class ventilation while safely collecting 70% more grease than most 

competitors. The dishwasher cleans everything from stock pots to stemware 

quietly, carefully and thoroughly with its patented Double Axial Washing 

System™. Then the automatic door pops open to maximize airflow and conserve 

energy for spot-free drying. It’s the next best thing to a magic wand. 

PATENTED 
DOUBLE AXIAL 
WASHING 
SYSTEM™ produces 

the most efficient washing 

process for full coverage and 

optimum water usage.

24" Dishwasher

54" Canopy Hood
Also in 30", 36", 42" and 48" widths
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36" Liner Hood
Also in 30", 42", 48" and 54" widths

36" Chimney Hood
Also in 30", 42", 48" and 54" widths
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SIGNATURE COLORS

From the classic stainless of Steeletto to a fresh 

burst of Citra, Hestan offers 12 signature color 

options to complement your kitchen style. You can 

also create a seamless look with custom overlays on 

refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers and hoods. All 

Hestan finishes are powder-coated to ensure they look 

beautiful no matter how hard they work for you.

Sol Citra Matador Tin Roof

Lush Prince Bora Bora Grove

Pacific Fog Stealth Froth Steeletto
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hestanhome.com

888.905.7463    

3375 E. La Palma Avenue

Anaheim, CA 92806
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